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Abstract

This paper investigates the role that two key methodological choices play in the 

construction of textual indicators: the selection of local versus foreign newspapers and 

the breadth of the press coverage (i.e. the number of newspapers considered). The large 

literature in this field is almost silent about the robustness of research results to these two 

choices. We use as a case study the well-known economic policy uncertainty (EPU) index, 

taking as examples Latin America and Spain. First, we develop EPU measures based on 

press with different levels of proximity, i.e. local versus foreign, and corroborate that they 

deliver broadly similar narratives. Second, we examine the macroeconomic effects of 

EPU shocks computed using these different sources by means of a structural Bayesian 

vector autoregression framework and find similar responses from the statistical point of 

view. Third, we show that constructing EPU indexes based on only one newspaper may 

yield biased responses. This suggests that it is important to maximize the breadth of 

press coverage when building text-based indicators, since this improves the credibility  

of results. In this regard, our first and second results are good news for researchers, given 

that they provide a justification for the combined use of a larger amount of data from local 

and foreign sources.

Keywords: economic policy uncertainty, textual analysis, press coverage, Latin American 

economies, business cycles.

JEL classification: D80, C43, E32, O11. 



Resumen

Este trabajo investiga el papel que desempeñan dos elecciones metodológicas a la 

hora de construir indicadores basados en análisis textuales: la selección de periódicos  

—locales frente a extranjeros— y la amplitud de la cobertura de prensa (es decir, la cantidad 

de periódicos que se utilizan para elaborarlos). La literatura que se ha ido desarrollando 

recientemente en este campo apenas toca estos dos temas ni examina la solidez de los 

resultados ante distintas elecciones en los dos terrenos mencionados. Para ofrecer una 

respuesta, tomamos como ejemplo el índice de incertidumbre de políticas económicas 

(EPU, por sus siglas en inglés) para varios países de América Latina y para España. En 

primer lugar, desarrollamos EPU basados en prensa con diferentes niveles de proximidad, 

es decir, local frente a extranjera, y corroboramos que ofrecen narrativas similares en 

términos generales. En segundo lugar, examinamos los efectos macroeconómicos de los 

shocks a los EPU calculados utilizando las diferentes fuentes por medio de un modelo 

bayesiano de vectores autorregresivos estructural, y encontramos respuestas similares 

desde el punto de vista estadístico. Finalmente, mostramos que la construcción de índices 

EPU basados en un solo periódico puede generar respuestas sesgadas. Esto sugiere 

que es importante maximizar la cobertura de prensa cuando se construyen indicadores 

basados en texto, ya que esto mejora la credibilidad de los resultados. En este sentido, 

nuestros primer y segundo resultados son buenas noticias para los investigadores, dado 

que brindan una justificación para el uso combinado de una mayor cantidad de datos de 

fuentes locales y extranjeras.

Palabras clave: incertidumbre de política económica, análisis textual, cobertura de 

prensa, economías latinoamericanas, ciclos económicos.

Códigos JEL: D80, C43, E32, O11.
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1 Introduction

A broad and expanding literature in economics uses textual analysis to develop real-time

measures of economic activity, policy uncertainty or social unrest. These measures are in turn

confronted with economic and financial variables to show their relevance for economic and

policy analysis and forecasting. The assumption that text reflects the underlying perceptions

and actions of economic agents tends to be validated empirically (see, for example, Bloom,

2009; Bachmann et al., 2013; Jurado et al., 2015; Caldara et al., 2016; Scotti, 2016; Caldara

and Iacoviello, 2022).

The literature typically focuses on one broad source of text: either the local press (for

single-country studies) or the foreign-based press (for cross-country studies), with an in-

terpretation of the results that abstracts from the type of data source. To convince the

reader, most papers focus on the quality of the developed measures, without entering into

the vagaries of the potential influence of the type of newspapers used, i.e. local or foreign.

For instance, the well-known economic policy uncertainty (EPU) index pioneered by Baker

et al. (2016) is based on local news.1 A country’s local press is considered the best option

since it provides a detailed narrative of relevant national events. On the other hand, a very

recent literature has constructed newspaper-based indicators using major international news

sources (mostly leading Anglophone newspapers and networks).2 The main argument is that

using the same source for many countries enhances the cross-country comparability of the

resulting indicators.

Table 1 shows a sample of this literature, specifying the number of sources used and their

level of proximity with respect to the country of interest.3 Based on this list, it emerges

that there is no clear consensus on how many sources should be used to construct text-based

indexes or which type of press should be considered.4 This significant variation in approaches

leaves the following questions open: (i) Do sources with different levels of proximity convey

different information?; (ii) What is the role of the breadth of press coverage when construct-

ing text-based indicators?; (iii) Is it better to use a broad coverage or is it sufficient to rely

on only one source? These questions are relevant since newspaper repositories are usually

not free of charge and the production of newspaper-based economic indicators is growing

1It was first calculated for the US and then constructed for other countries. The Policy Uncertainty
website centralizes all EPU indexes based on the procedure of Baker et al. (2016).

2Examples include the political violence index of Mueller and Rauh (2018), the geopolitical risk index
(Caldara and Iacoviello, 2022), the World Uncertainty Index (Ahir et al., 2019) and the Reported Social
Unrest Index (Barrett et al., 2020).

3Note, this list is not exhaustive. Another strand of the literature relies on massive sources such as the
entire Dow Jones news archives. We do not mention this literature since it is out of scope.

4A dedicated literature related to journalism examines differences between local and foreign press coverage
and the consequences for textual analysis, giving examples of how different news sources may convey different
messages (Papacharissi and de Fatima Oliveira, 2008; Pollak et al., 2011).
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fast. This paper tries to answer these questions and give some guidance for the construction

of these types of indexes.

In our application, we focus on the well-known and broadly used EPU indicator by Baker

et al. (2016), for a number of countries: the 6 largest Latin American countries (Argentina,

Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Mexico and Peru), as examples of emerging market economies, and

Spain, as an example of a developed country. We construct this indicator for each country on

the basis of, alternatively, local and foreign newspapers. When considering foreign sources,

we select the major international newspapers produced in the US, the UK and Canada, since

the Anglophone press is the most standard international source used in the literature. For

Latin American countries, we pool the Anglophone press with Spanish news (major Spanish-

language newspapers produced in Spain), given the economic importance of Latin America

for Spain and the close cultural and economic ties between them (Ghirelli et al., 2021).5 We

then compare the narratives emerging from these indexes and examine their macroeconomic

effects using a structural Bayesian vector autoregression (BVAR) framework. One possible

hypothesis is that news with different levels of proximity convey different messages to the

readers and this might affect newspaper-based indicators. However, we show quite the

opposite. Although EPU indexes based on local and foreign news show obvious differences,

they reflect the same narrative overall and deliver extremely similar macroeconomic impulse

responses.6 Notably, we find that a rise in policy uncertainty induces a decline in GDP

growth, in line with expectations and the existing literature. GDP responses are small in

magnitude but quite long-lasting, as they take about two years to revert to trend.

In the second part of our analysis, we first put forward the hypothesis that it is best to

consider as many sources as possible when constructing newspaper-based indexes. Then, to

shed some light on this issue, we show that it is often the case that macroeconomic responses

to EPU indexes based on only one newspaper lie outside the confidence bands of responses

to the EPU index based on all sources available in Factiva’s global news database. This

suggests that EPU indexes based on one single newspaper may provide biased results and

that it is best to rely on multiple sources when constructing these indexes. That is, the

larger the press coverage, the better.

This paper offers some general lessons for the relevant literature. First, we show that

using local or foreign newspapers to construct textual indicators (EPUs) yields similar em-

pirical results. As a consequence, our applications should reassure researchers that they can

also rely on foreign sources to construct EPU indexes. This option may foster the com-

parability of results across countries and lay the groundwork for cross-country studies of

uncertainty. Second, we show that using only one newspaper to build the EPU may yield

5Separate results based on the Anglophone or Spanish press are available upon request.
6Results for other relevant variables included in our empirical exercises are also similar, most notably as

regards financial variables such as the exchange rate and a measure of financial risk.

3
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biased results, while pooling news sources across different levels of proximity provides robust

results. Based on this evidence, we advocate maximizing the breadth of the press coverage

when constructing newspaper-based indicators.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents our EPU indexes based

on press with different degrees of involvement in the region (local or foreign newspapers). In

Section 3 we compare the narrative resulting from local versus foreign newspapers, while in

Section 4 we examine the macroeconomic impact of EPU shocks and compare GDP responses

across alternative sets of press. Section 4.3 shows that constructing the EPU index relying

on only one newspaper may provide biased results. Finally, Section 5 offers some concluding

remarks.

2 Foreign and local press-based EPU indexes

In this section, we construct the following alternative EPU indicators: (i) an index based on

the available local sources; (ii) an index based on the available foreign newspapers; (iii) an in-

dex constructed by pooling together all available sources (i.e. local and foreign newspapers).

We do this for the following countries: the main Latin American economies (Argentina,

Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Mexico and Peru) as examples of emerging countries, and Spain, as

a representative case of a developed country.7

To construct the EPU index, we follow Baker et al. (2016) and count the number of

articles containing at least one keyword related to uncertainty, the economy and policy. To

ensure that the EPU index based on foreign news is comparable to that based on local

news, we hold fixed the criteria for search counts and the time coverage, and apply to the

Anglophone press the translated queries from the original (local) language to English.8

In the rest of this section, we first list the news sources we select for each country (Section

2.1) and then outline the keywords we use in our queries (Section 2.2). Finally, we describe

the construction of the index.

2.1 News sources

To access newspaper articles, we rely on the Factiva repository provided by Dow Jones. In

all cases, we focus on the printed editions of newspapers and ignore their online versions.9

7For the Latin American region, we also aggregate the indexes at the regional level (by simple mean) in
order to obtain EPU indexes for the Latin American region as a whole.

8For all countries except Brazil, we translate keywords from Spanish to English (for Brazil, we translate
from Portuguese to English). Table B.2 in Section B of the Appendix provides the list of keywords in Spanish
and English.

9The only exception is Infobae for Argentina. We included it because it is very popular in Argentina and
we wanted to have at least 3 newspapers per country. Limiting the articles to those in the printed versions of

5
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Table 1: A sample of press coverage types used in the related literature

Authors Index Country # Proximity
Baker et al. (2016) EPU US 10 Local
Cerda et al. (2018) EPU Chile 2 Local
Gil-León and Silva-Pinzón (2019) EPU Colombia 1 Local
Ghirelli et al. (2021) EPU LATAM coun-

tries
7 Foreign

Baker et al. (2016) EPU Mexico 3 Local
Baker et al. (2016) EPU Brazil 1 Local
Ghirelli et al. (2019) EPU Spain 7 Local
Jirasavetakul and Spilimbergo (2018) EPU Turkey >100 All†

Huang and Luk (2020) EPU China 10 Local
Mueller and Rauh (2018) Political violence 185 countries 3 Foreign
Caldara and Iacoviello (2022) GPR 43 countries 3 Foreign
Ahir et al. (2019) WUI 143 countries 1 Foreign
Barrett et al. (2020) RSUI 130 countries 18 Foreign
Thorsrud (2020) Business cycle Norway 1 Local
Fraiberger et al. (2021) Sentiment 25 countries 1 Foreign
Aguilar et al. (2021) Sentiment Spain 7 Local
Azzimonti (2018) Partisan conflict US 1 Local
Kalamara et al. (2022) Sentiment & Uncertainty UK 3 Local
Consoli et al. (2022) Sentiment US, Euro area 2 Local
Armesto et al. (2009) Sentiment US 1 Local
Alexopoulos and Cohen (2015) Uncertainty US 1 Local
Garcia (2013) Sentiment US 1 Local
Shapiro et al. (2022) Sentiment US 16 Local
Ardia et al. (2019) Sentiment US 18 Local
Rambaccussing and Kwiatkowski (2020) Sentiment UK 12 Local
Aprigliano et al. (2022) Sentiment & Uncertainty Italy 4 Local
Nyman et al. (2021) Excitement in financial

markets
UK 3 Local

Note: The third column refers to the country of interest for which the index is constructed. The fourth
column (#) reports the number of sources used to construct the index. WUI stands for the world
uncertainty index, GPR stands for the geopolitical risk index, and RSUI stands for the reported social
unrest index. This table is not meant to be exhaustive. Table A.3 in the Appendix reports the same
information with the list of all newspapers used in each study.
†: All means that both the foreign and local press are considered.
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To construct the EPU index, we follow Baker et al. (2016) and count the number of

articles containing at least one keyword related to uncertainty, the economy and policy. To

ensure that the EPU index based on foreign news is comparable to that based on local

news, we hold fixed the criteria for search counts and the time coverage, and apply to the

Anglophone press the translated queries from the original (local) language to English.8

In the rest of this section, we first list the news sources we select for each country (Section

2.1) and then outline the keywords we use in our queries (Section 2.2). Finally, we describe

the construction of the index.

2.1 News sources

To access newspaper articles, we rely on the Factiva repository provided by Dow Jones. In

all cases, we focus on the printed editions of newspapers and ignore their online versions.9

7For the Latin American region, we also aggregate the indexes at the regional level (by simple mean) in
order to obtain EPU indexes for the Latin American region as a whole.

8For all countries except Brazil, we translate keywords from Spanish to English (for Brazil, we translate
from Portuguese to English). Table B.2 in Section B of the Appendix provides the list of keywords in Spanish
and English.

9The only exception is Infobae for Argentina. We included it because it is very popular in Argentina and
we wanted to have at least 3 newspapers per country. Limiting the articles to those in the printed versions of
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For each country, we ensure that the selected newspapers cover almost the entire ideological

spectrum in order to minimize any ideological bias that may stem from analysing the media.

For each newspaper, we consider all articles published from the first date at which the

newspaper is collected in Factiva, starting from January 1997.10 However, we start our

analysis in November 2002 to have at least three sources available for each country considered

when dealing with the local press.

Local press. For Brazil, we process articles written in Portuguese, while for all other

countries we process articles in Spanish. For each country, we consider the most-read local

generalist newspapers available in Factiva:

• Argentina: Claŕın, La Nación, Infobae;

• Brazil: O Globo, Folha de São Paulo, O Estado de São Paulo, Correio Braziliense,

Estado de Minas, Agência Brasil ;

• Chile: El mercurio, La Tercera, El diario financiero, Pulso;

• Colombia: El Espectador, El Nuevo Siglo, Portafolio;

• Mexico: Reforma, El Universal, La Jornada, El Financiero, El Economista, Agencia

Mexicana de noticias ;

• Peru: El comercio, La República, Gestión, Agencia peruana de noticias Andina;

• Spain: El Páıs, El Mundo, Expansión, ABC, Cinco Dı́as, El Economista, La Van-

guardia;

Foreign press. We select the following types of foreign press:

• Anglophone press: Los Angeles Times, The Boston Globe, The Globe and Mail, The

New York Times, The Telegraph U.K., The Times U.K., Chicago Tribune, The Guardian

U.K., The Wall Street Journal, The Washington Post, The Economist.

• Spanish press: El Páıs, El Mundo, Expansión, ABC, Cinco Dı́as, El Economista, La

Vanguardia.

For Spain, we consider the available Anglophone press (Canada, UK and US) as the relevant

foreign source, while for Latin American countries we use as relevant foreign sources both

the Anglophone and the Spanish press, given the economic importance of Latin America for

Spain and the close cultural and economic ties between them.

the newspapers ensures the quality and relevance of the stories because editors select articles to be published
in print given space limitations.

10The time coverage of each newspaper is provided in Table B.1 in Section B of the Appendix.
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biased results, while pooling news sources across different levels of proximity provides robust

results. Based on this evidence, we advocate maximizing the breadth of the press coverage

when constructing newspaper-based indicators.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents our EPU indexes based

on press with different degrees of involvement in the region (local or foreign newspapers). In
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Section 4 we examine the macroeconomic impact of EPU shocks and compare GDP responses
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For each country, we ensure that the selected newspapers cover almost the entire ideological

spectrum in order to minimize any ideological bias that may stem from analysing the media.

For each newspaper, we consider all articles published from the first date at which the

newspaper is collected in Factiva, starting from January 1997.10 However, we start our

analysis in November 2002 to have at least three sources available for each country considered

when dealing with the local press.

Local press. For Brazil, we process articles written in Portuguese, while for all other

countries we process articles in Spanish. For each country, we consider the most-read local

generalist newspapers available in Factiva:

• Argentina: Claŕın, La Nación, Infobae;

• Brazil: O Globo, Folha de São Paulo, O Estado de São Paulo, Correio Braziliense,

Estado de Minas, Agência Brasil ;

• Chile: El mercurio, La Tercera, El diario financiero, Pulso;

• Colombia: El Espectador, El Nuevo Siglo, Portafolio;

• Mexico: Reforma, El Universal, La Jornada, El Financiero, El Economista, Agencia

Mexicana de noticias ;

• Peru: El comercio, La República, Gestión, Agencia peruana de noticias Andina;

• Spain: El Páıs, El Mundo, Expansión, ABC, Cinco Dı́as, El Economista, La Van-

guardia;

Foreign press. We select the following types of foreign press:

• Anglophone press: Los Angeles Times, The Boston Globe, The Globe and Mail, The

New York Times, The Telegraph U.K., The Times U.K., Chicago Tribune, The Guardian

U.K., The Wall Street Journal, The Washington Post, The Economist.

• Spanish press: El Páıs, El Mundo, Expansión, ABC, Cinco Dı́as, El Economista, La

Vanguardia.

For Spain, we consider the available Anglophone press (Canada, UK and US) as the relevant

foreign source, while for Latin American countries we use as relevant foreign sources both

the Anglophone and the Spanish press, given the economic importance of Latin America for

Spain and the close cultural and economic ties between them.

the newspapers ensures the quality and relevance of the stories because editors select articles to be published
in print given space limitations.

10The time coverage of each newspaper is provided in Table B.1 in Section B of the Appendix.

62.2 The keywords

For Spain, when considering local sources we borrow the EPU index constructed in Ghirelli

et al. (2019).11 To construct the EPU index for Spain based on the foreign press, we simply

translate the keywords used for the local version of the index and launch the translated

queries on the articles published in the Anglophone press.

For Latin American countries we build on Ghirelli et al. (2021), who constructed EPU

measures for Latin American countries based on the Spanish press.12 That is, each query

is customized for each country and counts, in each considered newspaper, the number of

articles containing at least one keyword related to the following concepts:

• Uncertainty: uncertain, uncertainty/uncertainties, unstable, instability/instabilities,

risk(s).

• Economy: economic(s), economy.

• Policy: the name of the central bank (CB) of the country, the name of the govern-

ment’s workplace in the country, parliament, government, federal reserve, treasury,

tariff(s), deficit(s), budget(s), public spending, debt ceiling, exchange rate(s), currency

crash(es), sovereign debt, public debt, fiscal policy/policies, monetary policy/policies,

legislation, reform(s), tax(es), overhaul, rule(s), norm(s), normative, regulation(s),

law(s).

In addition, when dealing with Latin American countries we rely on Factiva’s indexation

to exclude all articles related to sports and leisure and to select articles about the country of

interest. This last requirement allows us to minimize the possibility of inflating the number

of articles related to policy uncertainty in a country by also considering events happening

in other countries—for example, to avoid counting articles from Argentina in which the

Argentinian press refers to the reactions of Chileans living in Argentina to the events in

Chile in October 2019.

Table B.2 in Section B of the Appendix reports the keywords used in the queries for the

Latin American countries in English (for the Anglophone press), Spanish and Portuguese

(for the local press).

11For brevity, the list of keywords is reported in Table B.3 in Section B of the Appendix.
12Compared to the EPU indexes in Ghirelli et al. (2021), the indicators we present in this paper show two

small technical differences: (i) we add a few new keywords that allow us to better capture the currency crisis
in Argentina, and (ii) we select articles about the country of interest based on Factiva indexation rather than
considering articles in which the name of the country appears in the text. This last choice is motivated by the
fact that, especially in the Anglophone press, a news article may mention several Latin American countries
even though it actually tells a story about one specific country. We check the robustness of our indicators
to these technical changes, and it turns out that the results are very similar (available upon request).
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2.3 Constructing the indexes

The construction of the indexes closely follows the procedure used by Baker et al. (2016).

First, for each newspaper we count the number of articles published in a given month that

contain words in the aforementioned blocks of keywords. Second, we express this count as a

proportion of articles published by the newspaper in the month. When dealing with the local

press, we divide this count by the total number of published articles that month, whereas

in the foreign case we use the number of articles published that month that are about the

country of interest. Third, we standardize each monthly series of scaled counts by dividing

it by its standard deviation.13 This makes the volatility of the series comparable across

newspapers. Fourth, for each country we average the newspaper-based standardized series

across newspapers to compute an aggregated index. Fifth, we rescale the resulting index to

mean 100 to obtain a set of homogeneous country-based EPU indicators. Finally, for the

Latin American region we also average the country-specific EPU measures across countries

(simple mean) to come up with aggregated EPU indexes for the Latin American region.

In sum, for each considered country we construct three types of EPU index, each consid-

ering larger sets of newspapers with different levels of proximity to the country of interest: (i)

an index based on local newspapers; (ii) an index based on foreign newspapers (Anglophone

sources for Spain; both Anglophone and Spanish sources for Latin American countries); (iii)

an index based on all of the aforementioned press, weighting equally each source irrespective

of the level of proximity to the country of interest. These indexes are reported in Figures

D.1–D.7 of Section D of the Appendix.

3 Comparing the narratives

In this context, the narrative of an index is a list of events that are written about in the

underlying press and that are associated with sudden increases in uncertainty related to

the economic policy of a country. We ask whether alternative sets of press reflect the same

narrative or whether they convey different stories. To do so, we compare the narrative

resulting from EPU indexes based on alternative sets of press, for each country. However,

this requires setting a rule to identify the most relevant events composing the narrative in a

homogeneous manner across countries.

As a first approximation, we define an EPU-related event as an episode associated with

levels of the EPU index equivalent to the average plus 2 standard deviations. This simple

rule allows us to consider as events peaks lying outside of the 98% probability band, i.e.

events with only a 2% probability of occurrence. Then, for each country we list all events

13November 2002–December 2020 for the EPU index based on the local press; January 1997–December
2020 for the EPU index based on the foreign press, according to the availability of press data.
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identified in the news according to this definition and check whether the same events emerge

in the local and in the foreign press. As an example, we report below the narrative for Spain

(Table 2).14

In this context, the narrative of an index is a list of events that are written about in

the underlying press and that are associated with sudden increases in uncertainty related

to the economic policy of a country. We ask whether alternative sets of press reflect the

same narrative or whether they convey different stories. To do so, we compare the narrative

resulting from EPU indexes based on alternative sets of press, for each country. However,

this requires setting a rule to identify the most relevant events composing the narrative in a

homogeneous manner across countries.

As a first approximation, we define an EPU-related event as an episode associated with

levels of the EPU index equivalent to the average plus 2 standard deviations. This simple

rule allows us to consider as events peaks lying outside of the 98% probability band, i.e.

events with only a 2% probability of occurrence. Then, for each country we list all events

identified in the news according to this definition and check whether the same events emerge

in the local and in the foreign press. As an example, we report below the narrative for Spain

(Table 2).15

Based on this notion, the events composing a narrative can be of two types: (i) events

that are associated with a peak in the EPU index based on one type of press but not the

other (labelled ‘Foreign’ or ‘Local’ in column 3 of Table 2); (ii) events that are associated

with peaks in both types of press (labelled ‘All press’). Of course, if a narrative is mostly

made up of events of type (ii), the local and the foreign press convey the same information.

In contrast, events of type (i) can indicate either that the local and foreign press report

different news or that they report the same information but with a different intensity. In

fact, since the narrative does not aim to list all EPU-relevant episodes but only those that

are sufficiently important according to a given criteria, it could well be that events of type

(i) are correctly reflected in the other press but only associated with smaller increases in the

corresponding index. To investigate this, in columns 4 and 5 of Table 2 we label the events

composing the narrative as being of type (i) or (ii) but considering less stringent definitions,

i.e. an episode is EPU-related if it is associated with a level of the index equivalent to the

average plus one or half a standard deviation. Most events of type (i) based on the most

stringent criterion become of type (ii) when using the more lenient one. This means that

the indicators based on both types of press display a similar evolution, since they increase—

although with different intensity—in correspondence with the same events. This reassures

14To save space, the narratives of the Latin American countries are relegated to Tables C.1–C.6 in Section
C of the Appendix.

15To save space, the narratives of the Latin American countries are relegated to Tables C.1–C.6 in Section
C of the Appendix.
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Table 2: Events of economic policy uncertainty in Spain: comparison across types of press
coverage

Type of press

Date Event description 2SD 1SD 1/2 SD

May 2010 Greece bailout Foreign All press
Nov 2010 Ireland bailout Foreign Foreign All press
Apr 2011 Portugal bailout Foreign Foreign All press
Jul 2011 ECB tightens interest rates to curb

inflation
Foreign All press

Aug 2011 Crisis in Italy and Spain and alarm
over possible future bailouts

Foreign All press

Nov 2011 Spanish general elections All press
Apr–Jul 2012 Spanish financial aid All press
Sep 2012 Spanish austerity measures incite a

separatist crisis in Catalonia. Mean-
while, Germany finally approves the
ESM.†

Foreign All press

Dec 2015 Spanish general elections Foreign All press
Oct 2017 Catalan crisis All press
Apr 2020 Covid-19 crisis All press

Note: This table identifies the events associated with major peaks (equivalent to 2 standard deviations
above the average) in the EPU indicator for Spain in either the local or foreign press. Whenever one
event is reflected in one type of press but not the other, we check that it also appears in the other press
but allowing for smaller peaks (i.e. one or half a standard deviation above the average).
†ESM stands for European Stability Mechanism.

us that, overall, the local and the foreign press convey the same narrative.

Of course, the narratives of Spain and of the Latin American countries show that there

are some qualitative differences between the foreign and the local press. We explain these

differences below, giving some examples.

• Local events only reflected in the local press : Obviously, local news outlets tend to

report more on local news. As a consequence, the local press may generate peaks

associated with local shocks that are not covered in the foreign press because they are

too local: e.g. the 2017 primary elections in Argentina (August 2017), a massive protest

in Chile (August 2003), the refusal of the 2003 fiscal reform in Mexico (November-

December 2003), the formation of a new government in Peru (February 2004) and the

Peruvian political crisis (December 2017).

• Local events only reflected in the foreign press : Foreign news may generate peaks in the

indicator in correspondence with local shocks that have implications abroad and that,
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for some reason, are not sufficiently echoed in the local newspapers to generate a peak.

For instance, this is the case for the Argentinian default (June 2014), the elections

of Lula da Silva in 2002 and Bolsonaro in 2018 in Brazil, the March 2011 free-trade

agreement between Chile and the US, reforms in Chile (May 2014 and April 2016), the

2010 elections in Colombia, the free-trade agreement between the US and Colombia

(April 2011), the consequences of the 2017 Venezuelan refugee crisis for Colombia and

the 2018 election of Lopez Obrador in Mexico.

• Foreign/international events only reflected in the local press : Foreign/international

events pop up in the narrative based on the foreign press only to the extent that they

may affect the country of interest. This is because, by construction, when searching

for EPU-related events in the foreign press we additionally require that the event is

related to the country of interest. Hence, some international/foreign events may only

appear as EPU-relevant shocks in the local press because when covering these stories

the foreign press does not focus on the implications the events in question have on the

country of interest. For an example, see the US FED Taper Tantrum of May 2013 in

the Argentinian narrative and the 2008 subprime crisis in the Colombian narrative.

Despite these small differences, in the next section we show that both types of press

reflect the same set of information, since the impulse responses to EPU shocks based on the

local or foreign press are very similar. This suggests that, from a quantitative point of view,

both types of press are valid sources with which to construct uncertainty indicators since

they yield very similar empirical results.

4 Macroeconomic effects of EPU shocks

4.1 Empirical framework

Our baseline Bayesian vector autoregression (BVAR) models aim to study the economic

impacts of high policy uncertainty. We show this analysis for Spain, Brazil and Mexico (the

two largest Latin American countries) and the Latin American region as a whole,16 using

quarterly data from 2003Q1 to 2019Q4. We limit the sample to 2019Q4 and earlier in order

not to include the Covid-19 crisis.17 The models contain the following variables, in this

16To construct the macroeconomic variables at the level of the Latin American region, we take the simple
mean of the variables across the 6 Latin American countries, in order not to over-represent Mexico and Brazil
in the aggregate.

17Results are robust to the inclusion of the Covid-19 period, but the impulse response functions are more
unstable. Results are available upon request. In the context of vector autoregression (VAR) analysis, there
is still no consensus on how to deal with the Covid-19 outlier encountered in most macroeconomic variables.
Hence, shortening the sample is the most plausible approach for the purposes of this paper.
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order: (1) the Chicago Board Options Exchange (CBOE) Volatility Index (VIX) in levels;

(2) the EPU index (in turn, based on the local, foreign, or all press) in levels; (3) portfolio

capital flows as a percentage of GDP; (4) GDP in quarter-on-quarter growth rates (seasonally

adjusted); (4) the headline consumer price index (CPI) in quarter-on-quarter growth rates

(seasonally adjusted).18 Portfolio capital flows represent a measure of financial markets. The

VIX represents a measure of global financial risk and is included as an exogenous variable in

the system under the assumption of block exogeneity, which implies that the global variable

affects domestic ones but not the other way around.19 All VAR models are estimated using

Bayesian techniques.20 This type of estimation is particularly relevant for our application

since we are dealing with a short sample (due to the low availability of historical press

articles); therefore, this shrinkage method allows us to minimize overparameterization issues.

We impose the Minnesota prior on the VAR parameters by running a grid-search algorithm

that selects the most suitable hyperparameters based on the marginal likelihood.

The specification is estimated including 4 lags of the endogenous variables. We choose

this number of lags comparing the log marginal likelihood values and by means of visual

inspection, i.e. comparing the GDP responses after unexpected shocks in the EPU variables.

The results are stable when including up to 4 lags and then become meaningless, which

suggests that 5 lags or more may generate overfitting problems due to the high number

of parameters in the model (results available upon request). In Section 4.4, we show that

our results are robust to more parsimonious specifications (including only one lag for each

endogenous variable in the system). We rely on recursive identification à la Cholesky to

identify the structural shocks in the model. The order of variables can be justified as follows.

Foreign variables are treated as exogenous and are ordered before domestic variables. In

particular, it is assumed that VIX shocks affect all variables in the system contemporaneously

but that VIX does not react to shocks to other variables. The EPU variables affect financial

variables, GDP and inflation contemporaneously but do not affect the VIX. Financial markets

affect GDP and inflation immediately but do not affect uncertainty. Instead, GDP responds

to shocks in policy uncertainty and financial variables in the same quarter but does not react

to inflation. Finally, inflation is contemporaneously responsive to economic events (financial

variables and GDP shocks), as well as to EPU shocks. Ordering the EPU variables before the

economic variables implies that the former react contemporaneously only to their own shocks

and that movements in policy uncertainty are unrelated to the business cycle. In Section 4.4,

18In Section A of the Appendix, we provide additional details (Table A.2) and the main descriptive
statistics (Table A.1) for the data.

19The VIX represents the market’s expectations regarding the relative strength of near-term price changes
in the S&P 500 index. Because it is derived from the prices of S&P 500 index options with near-term
expiration dates, it generates a 30-day forward projection of volatility.

20For the computational implementation of the models, we use the developer version of the BEAR toolbox.
For further details, see Dieppe et al. (2016).
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we discuss this assumption and show results relying on a model in which the EPU variables

are ordered last, i.e. implying that policy uncertainty responds contemporaneously to all

shocks (economic and financial) in the system. We discuss our main findings in the next

section.

4.2 Results

In this section, we track the macroeconomic effects of policy uncertainty for Spain, Brazil,

Mexico and the Latin American region as a whole. Figure 1 shows the median impulse

responses of GDP growth rates to an unexpected increase in the EPU indexes of one standard

deviation, considering the local press, the foreign press and both together. A shock of one

standard deviation is equivalent in magnitude to large changes in the EPU index for events

such as the refusal of the Mexican fiscal reform in December 2003, the Mexican protest

against the ‘gazolinazo’ (January 2017), the Mexican migration crisis of March 2021 and the

2018 Brazil truck driver strike (May).

The following comments are worth noting. First, the responses show the expected sign:

a rise in policy uncertainty induces a decline in GDP growth of about –0.2 pp. Second, the

effects are quite persistent, since in all cases GDP growth takes about 2 years to revert to

trend after the EPU shock. Third, results are very similar across types of press. Based on

this evidence, it is hard to claim that one type of press is more appropriate than the other to

measure uncertainty. On the contrary, this exercise confirms the conclusions we draw in the

previous section: both the local and the foreign press provide the same narrative and very

similar impulse responses. This implies that newspaper-based EPU indicators are robust to

the type of press coverage used in the construction process. Given the popularity of these

types of indicators, this result is important since it gives researchers considerable freedom

when choosing news sources for the construction of textual indexes.

4.3 Breadth of press coverage

In this section, we shed some light on the role of the breadth of the press coverage when

constructing textual indicators. Obviously, it is reasonable to believe that a good indicator

should rely on a sufficiently large set of information. However, there is no consensus on how

large this set of information should be, as far as the press is concerned (see Table 1). The

EPU index for the US is based on 10 local newspapers (Baker et al., 2016). However, since

then the literature has produced textual indicators based on more restricted sources, e.g.

even using only one newspaper. With this in mind, we try to provide some guidance on the

breadth of the press coverage one has to consider when constructing textual indexes.

In this exercise, we focus on Spain, Brazil and Mexico and proceed as follows. First, we
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18In Section A of the Appendix, we provide additional details (Table A.2) and the main descriptive
statistics (Table A.1) for the data.

19The VIX represents the market’s expectations regarding the relative strength of near-term price changes
in the S&P 500 index. Because it is derived from the prices of S&P 500 index options with near-term
expiration dates, it generates a 30-day forward projection of volatility.

20For the computational implementation of the models, we use the developer version of the BEAR toolbox.
For further details, see Dieppe et al. (2016).
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we discuss this assumption and show results relying on a model in which the EPU variables
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Figure 1: Benchmark results: Impulse response functions (IRFs) of GDP to EPU shocks

(a) LATAM (b) SPAIN

(c) BRAZIL (d) MEXICO

Note: Each panel depicts the median impulse response of GDP to a rise of one standard deviation in the
EPU index in the Latin American (LATAM) region, Spain, Brazil and Mexico: the red, blue and black
lines represent responses to EPU shocks based on local, foreign and all press, respectively. The EPU
indexes for the LATAM region are constructed as the simple mean between the country-specific EPU
indexes. For Spain, we consider a set of Anglophone newspapers as foreign sources. For all other cases,
foreign sources are represented by both Anglophone and Spanish newspapers. Filled symbols indicate
statistical significance within the 84%–16% credible set, while empty symbols represent not-significant
estimates. The horizontal axis measures quarters since the shock.

consider as benchmark the EPU index we obtain by relying on all available press, i.e. pooling

local and foreign sources, which allows us to retain as much information as possible. Second,

we construct the local EPU considering one newspaper at a time and estimate the BVAR

model accordingly. Then, we compare the GDP responses we obtain with EPU indexes based

on only one newspaper with those obtained with the EPU index based on all available press.

Results are reported in Figure 2. In each panel, the grey area depicts the 84%–16% credible

set of the response associated with the index based on all available press (the benchmark),

while the lines reflect the responses associated with specific local newspapers. According to

the results, it is often the case that the latter fall outside the credible set of the response

14
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Figure 2: Robustness results regarding the breadth of press coverage: IRFs of GDP to EPU
shocks

(a) SPAIN (b) BRAZIL

(c) MEXICO

Note: Each panel depicts the median impulse responses of GDP to a rise of one standard deviation in
the EPU index in Spain, Brazil and Mexico, respectively. In each panel, the dashed grey line depicts the
median IRF of GDP to shocks in the EPU constructed based on all press (local and foreign) and the grey
area depicts its corresponding 84%–16% credible set. For Spain, we consider a set of Anglophone newspa-
pers as foreign sources. For Mexico and Brazil, foreign sources are represented by both Anglophone and
Spanish newspapers. All other lines represent the IRFs of GDP to shocks in the EPU index constructed
considering only one local newspaper at a time. Filled symbols indicate statistical significance within
the 84%–16% credible set, while empty symbols represent not-significant estimates. The horizontal axis
measures quarters since the shock.

based on a large press coverage. This evidence warns us that relying on only one newspaper

may lead to biased results, since one specific source may fail to correctly report all relevant

information related to an economic concept (e.g. due to political bias). Hence, it seems

plausible that widening the press coverage as much as possible may be a safe choice when

constructing newspaper-based indicators.
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4.4 Robustness of the model

In this section, we demonstrate the robustness of our findings by running a battery of alter-

native exercises (see Section F of the Appendix). To save space, we focus only on the case

of the Latin American region and consider the local and the foreign press.21

First, for each specification we run a more parsimonious quarterly BVAR including only

the first lags of the endogenous variables in the system (Figure F.1a). The results are very

robust to this alternative specification, which suggests that our results are not affected by

an overfitting problem, given the sample size considered.

Second, we change the order of the endogenous variables, putting the EPU index last

in the system (Figure F.1b). This relaxes the assumption that policy uncertainty cannot

be affected by the business cycle, i.e. it implies assuming that the EPU index can react

immediately to changes in the economy (financial variables, GDP and prices). The results

are smaller and less significant but qualitatively in line with the benchmark results.

Third, we run the same model with monthly data, including 6 months of lags (Figure

F.1c). The results are in line with those obtained with quarterly data, although somewhat

less precise. This is expected since macroeconomic series available at a monthly frequency

are noisy and less reliable than quarterly macroeconomic variables.

Fourth, we use alternative financial variables in the model (Figure F.2 in Section F of

the Appendix). That is, we drop non-residential portfolio capital flows in the model and

add, in turn: (i) the exchange rates vis-à-vis the US dollar in changes (Fig. F.2a), (ii)

equity in quarter-on-quarter growth rates (Fig. F.2b), (iii) the Emerging Markets Bonds

Index (EMBI) (Fig. F.2c),22 and (iv) residential portfolio capital flows (Fig. F.2d). GDP

responses are in line with the benchmark specification.

Fifth, to reiterate that the local and the foreign press convey the same narrative, we

extract the common component from the EPU indicators based on the local and foreign

press and compute the GDP responses to shocks to the common component. Results are

very similar to those obtained by considering shocks to the EPU based on, alternatively, the

local and the foreign press. Moreover, responses to shocks to the idiosyncratic components

of the EPU indexes based on the local and the foreign press (which rely on information

that is not captured by the common component) are odd and do not point to any economic

interpretation. This confirms that both types of press provide the same set of information.

Results are available upon request.

21Results for single countries are available upon request.
22The EMBI is calculated as the spread between US bonds and the emerging-market bonds. It is developed

by JP Morgan Chase and is considered the main indicator of country risk for emerging markets.
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5 Conclusion

This paper aims to shed some light on the methodology for the construction of newspaper-

based indexes. In particular, we focus on two specific issues. First, we investigate the role of

the breadth of the press coverage used. Second, we ask whether the proximity of the press to

the country of interest (e.g. local press versus foreign press) has an influence on the resulting

dictionary-based indicator.

We proceed as follows. First, we construct a set of EPU indexes distinguishing between

the available local and foreign press for a number of countries. We start from the assumption

that different newspapers may convey different information and, hence, always consider at

least 3 sources when constructing specific EPU indexes (when building foreign EPUs we use

at least 7 sources; when constructing local EPUs we use at least 3 newspapers; see Section

2.1 for more details). We consider the 6 largest Latin American countries as examples of

emerging markets and Spain as a case study for industrialized countries.

Second, we study the narratives emerging from these indicators to assess whether indica-

tors based on sources with different levels of proximity deliver different narratives or whether

they convey the same information. We conclude in favour of the latter, i.e. the foreign and

local press tend to cover the same and most relevant information.

Third, in order to strengthen our conclusion, we estimate the impulse responses of GDP

growth to uncertainty shocks by means of BVAR models and compare the responses re-

sulting from using local, foreign or pooled press sources. We find that from a quantitative

perspective, focusing on the local or foreign press or pooling all sources makes no difference.

Fourth, we focus on what happens if we use only one newspaper when constructing the

EPU index. We estimate impulse responses considering EPU indexes based on only one

local newspaper at a time and compare these responses to those we obtain when pooling all

available sources together. We find that the responses obtained when relying on only one

newspaper do not always fall withing the 84%–16% credible set of the responses obtained

when pooling all available sources. This indicates that relying on one specific local newspaper

may lead to biased responses.

Based on this evidence, we draw two conclusions. (i) The type of press used for the

construction of newspaper-based indicators does not matter, as both foreign and local news-

papers yield similar impulse responses. Note that the option to use foreign sources may

enhance the comparability of results across countries, however, and lay the groundwork for

cross-country studies of uncertainty. (ii) Relying on only one local newspaper may be mis-

leading since responses may be very different from those obtained when pooling all available

sources. Widening the breadth of the news coverage (local or foreign) when constructing

text-based indicators reduces the risk of obtaining biased results that presents itself when

relying on individual news sources. This is not trivial, given that newspaper repositories are

17usually not free of charge.

Both findings are important since these types of indicators have gained a lot of popularity

and researchers are increasingly resorting to newspapers to construct economically relevant

indicators.
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Appendix

A Data description

The data used to estimate the impact of policy uncertainty on macro and financial variables

are sourced via Refinitiv. A complete description of the data is provided in Table A.2.

In the case of quarterly data, real GDP series are taken from the NationaI Institute for Ge-

ography and Statistics of Brazil (IBGE in Portuguese), the National Institute of Statistics and

Geography of Mexico (INEGI in Spanish) and the Oxford Economic database for Argentina,

Chile, Colombia and Peru. Inflation is calculated from the respective domestic consumer price

indexes, constructed and published by the respective national statistics offices. In both cases,

we take the quarterly rate of change. Macro series are seasonally adjusted; we use Refinitiv to

adjust for seasonality any series published without seasonal adjustment. The quarterly rates

of each country are averaged to obtain the Latin American inflation and growth rates, thus

avoiding the overweighting of Brazil and Mexico.

Portfolio capital flows are extracted from balance of payments publications of the respective

national statistics offices and complemented with data from the IMF’s databases to build some

series back to 2003. Capital flow series are scaled by the nominal GDP levels, and we avoid

taking moving averages to reflect the direct impact of increases in EPU on the evolution of

capital inflows and outflows. Latin American series are obtained adding portfolio capital flows.

The bilateral exchange rates vis–à–vis the USD are taken from Reuters. As there is no

Latin American exchange rate against the US dollar, we take the quarterly changes in each

exchange rate and average them for the six countries analysed. We use the benchmark MSCI

equity indices in USD to estimate the change in stock prices, and although MSCI has a Latin

American index, we prefer to extract the six individual indexes and calculate the average of

the quarterly changes as the aggregate index is biased towards the evolution of the major firms

of Brazil and Mexico, which have the highest market capitalization.

Finally, we include the VIX index, which represents the market’s expectations regarding

price changes in the S&P 500 index. Because it is derived from the prices of Standard and

Poor’s index options with near-term expiration dates, it generates a 30-day forward projection

of volatility. The VIX is included in levels and attempts to capture global uncertainty, so it is

useful to disentangle the effects of EPU shocks from the effects of international events that, in

turn, could affect EPU.

The robustness exercise with monthly data uses the same variables as above but for the

activity index and portfolio capital flows of non-residents. For the former, we use the monthly

GDP proxies published by the national statistics offices and central banks of the region (Esti-

mador Mensual de Actividad Económica (EMAE) for Argentina; Índice de Atividade Econômica

do Banco Central (IBC-Br) for Brazil; Índice Mensual de Actividad Económica (Imacec) for

Chile; Indicador de Seguimiento a la Economı́a (ISE) for Colombia; Indicador Global de la Ac-

tividad Económica (IGAE) for Mexico; and the INEI monthly GDP for Peru). In the case of

portfolio flows by non-residents, the central banks of all countries except Peru publish monthly

22data.

Table A.1: Descriptive statistics

Variable Mean Median Std. dev. Max. Min. Obs.

Variable (2003Q1 - 2019Q4)

Real GDP 0.82 0.86 0.84 2.50 -2.21 68
Inflation 0.50 0.46 0.22 1.20 0.08 68
Portfolio capital flows (liabilities) 1.43 1.53 1.64 4.20 -3.68 68
Portfolio capital flows (assets) 0.65 0.62 1.09 4.62 -2.81 68
Exchange rate 1.10 -0.18 4.34 20.70 -5.73 68
Equity Index 3.42 4.24 11.36 23.98 -41.19 68
VIX 18.42 16.21 7.86 58.32 10.30 68
Additional for robustness exercise (monthly data)
Activity indicators 0.26 0.25 0.63 1.97 -2.41 205
Portfolio capital flows (liabilities) 0.33 0.39 0.67 2.31 -3.40 205

Variable (2020Q1 - 2021Q2)

Real GDP 0.33 0.91 9.66 13.42 -16.00 6
Inflation 0.79 0.73 0.29 1.15 0.44 6
Portfolio capital flows (liabilities) 0.66 0.58 1.37 2.50 -1.40 6
Portfolio capital flows (assets) 0.72 0.56 0.68 1.63 0.07 6
Exchange rate 2.71 1.10 3.87 9.73 -0.27 6
Equity Index -0.09 4.17 14.72 12.71 -24.96 6
VIX 26.24 25.70 5.73 34.51 17.97 6
Additional for robustness exercise (monthly data)
Activity indicators 0.21 0.92 5.07 8.10 -15.49 18
Portfolio capital flows (liabilities) 0.30 0.41 0.91 1.86 -2.42 18

Note: This table reports descriptive statistics of the macroeconomic variables used in the empirical exercises.
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Table A.2: Data description

Variable Description Sources Transformation
Real GDP Real GDP (seasonally adjusted) National statistics offices via Refinitiv q–o–q %
Inflation Domestic CPI index (seasonally adjusted) National statistics offices via Refinitiv q–o–q %
Portfolio capital flows
(liabilities)

Equity and debt flows, non- residents, net National statistics offices and IMF bal-
ance of payments statistics via Refinitiv

% GDP, quarterly

Portfolio capital flows
(assets)

Equity and debt flows, residents, net National statistics offices and IMF bal-
ance of payments statistics via Refinitiv

% GDP, quarterly

Exchange rate Nominal bilateral rate, units of local cur-
rency per USD

Refinitiv q–o–q %

Equity Index Main domestic equity index, USD MSCI via Refinitiv q–o–q %
VIX Chicago Board of Exchange Volatility In-

dex
Refinitiv Level

EPU Indexes Textual index based on Baker et al.
(2016)

Local press Text analysis on at least 3 main newspa-
pers from each country

Own estimations Level

Spanish press Text analysis on the leading 7 newspapers
of Spain

Own estimations Level

Anglophone press Text analysis on 11 relevant newspapers
from the UK, US and Canada

Own estimations Level

Additional variables for robustness exercise (monthly data)
Activity indicators Monthly GDP proxies National statistics offices and central

banks sourced via Refinitiv
m–o–m %

Portfolio capital flows
(liabilities)

Equity and debt flows, non-residents, net,
(except Peru)

Central banks via Refinitiv % GDP, monthly

Note: Domestic variables (i.e. all except VIX) correspond to the aggregate of six Latin American countries: Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Mexico and
Peru. We aggregate through simple averaging to give the same weight to each country.
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Table A.3: A sample of source coverage in the related literature

Authors Index Country # Proximity Sources Names
Baker et al. (2016) EPU US 10 Local USA Today, Miami Herald, Chicago Tribune, The Washington

Post, Los Angeles Times, The Boston Globe, San Francisco
Chronicle, Dallas Morning News, Houston Chronicle, The Wall
Street Journal.

Cerda et al. (2018) EPU Chile 2 Local El Mercurio, La Segunda.
Gil-León and Silva-Pinzón
(2019)

EPU Colombia 1 Local El Tiempo.

Ghirelli et al. (2021) EPU LA countries 7 Foreign El Páıs, El Mundo, La Vanguardia, ABC, Expansión, Cinco
Dı́as, El Economista.

Baker et al. (2016) EPU Mexico 3 Local El Norte, Reforma, Mural.
Baker et al. (2016) EPU Brazil 1 Local Folha de Sao Paulo.
Ghirelli et al. (2019) EPU Spain 7 Local El Páıs, El Mundo, La Vanguardia, ABC, Expansión, Cinco

Dı́as, El Economista.
Jirasavetakul and Spilim-
bergo (2018)

EPU Turkey >100 All† Factiva’s Top Sources (about 100 international news sources)
and Turkish news sources written in English.

Huang and Luk (2020) EPU China 10 Local Beijing Youth Daily, Guangzhou Daily, Jiefang Daily, Peo-
ple’s Daily Overseas Edition, Shanghai Morning Post, South-
ern Metropolis Daily, The Beijing News, Today Evening Post,
Wen Hui Daily, Yangcheng Evening News.

Mueller and Rauh (2018) Political violence 185 countries 3 Foreign The Economist, The New York Times, The Washington Post.
Caldara and Iacoviello
(2022)

GPR 43 countries 3 Foreign The New York Times, Chicago Tribune, The Washington Post.

(Ahir et al., 2019) WUI 143 countries 1 Foreign Economist Intelligence Unit country reports.
(Barrett et al., 2020) RSUI 130 countries 18 Foreign ABC Network, BBC, CBS Network, Canadian Broadcasting

Corp, NBC Network, Los Angeles Times, Financial Times, The
Boston Globe, The Globe and Mail, The New York Times,
The Telegraph U.K., The Times U.K., Chicago Tribune, The
Telegraph, The Guardian U.K., The Wall Street Journal, The
Washington Post, The Economist.

Thorsrud (2020) Business cycle Norway 1 Local Dagens Naeringsliv.
Fraiberger et al. (2021) Sentiment 25 countries 1 Foreign Reuters in English.
Aguilar et al. (2021) Sentiment Spain 7 Local El Páıs, El Mundo, La Vanguardia, ABC, Expansión, Cinco

Dı́as, El Economista.
Azzimonti (2018) Partisan conflict US 1 Local The Washington Post, The New York Times, Los Angeles

Times, Chicago Tribune, The Wall Street Journal, Newsday,
The Dallas Morning News, The Boston Globe, Tampa Bay
Times.

Kalamara et al. (2022) Sentiment & Uncertainty UK 3 Local The Guardian, The Daily Mail, The Daily Mirror.
Consoli et al. (2022) Sentiment US, Euro area 2 Local US Federal Reserve Beige Book, the European Central Bank

Monthly Bulletin.
Armesto et al. (2009) Sentiment US 1 Local US Federal Reserve Beige Book.
Alexopoulos and Cohen
(2015)

Uncertainty US 1 Local New York Times.

Garcia (2013) Sentiment US 1 Local New York Times.
Shapiro et al. (2022) Sentiment US 16 Local Atlanta Journal-Constitution, The Boston Globe, Chicago Tri-

bune, Detroit Free Press, Houston Chronicle, Los Angeles
Times, Memphis Commercial Appeal, Miami Herald, Min-
neapolis Star Tribune, New Orleans Times-Picayune, The New
York Times, Philadelphia Inquirer, San Francisco Chronicle,
Seattle Times, St. Louis Post-Dispatch, The Washington Post.

Ardia et al. (2019) Sentiment US 18 Local Daily News, the Journal of Commerce, Los Angeles Times,
Orange County Register, Pittsburgh Post Gazette, St. Louis
Post Dispatch, Star Tribune, Tampa Bay Times, Atlanta
Journal–Constitution, Christian Science Monitor, Daily Ok-
lahoman, New York Post, The New York Times, Philadelphia
Daily News, Philadelphia Inquirer, Tampa Tribune, The Wash-
ington Post, USA Today.

Rambaccussing and
Kwiatkowski (2020)

Sentiment UK 12 Local The Daily and Sunday Mirror, The Daily and Sunday Mail,
The Daily Record, The Daily Telegraph, The Guardian, The
Independent, The Financial Times, The Evening Standard,
The Observer, The Sun, The Times, The Sunday Times, The
Sunday Telegraph.

Aprigliano et al. (2022) Sentiment & Uncertainty Italy 4 Local Il Corriere della Sera, Il Sole 24 Ore, La Repubblica, La
Stampa.

Nyman et al. (2021) Excitement in financial
markets

UK 3 Local Bank of England daily commentary, Reuters’ news wire in the
UK, broker research reports.

Note: The third column refers to the country of interest for which the index is constructed. The fourth column (#) reports the number of sources used to construct the index. This table is not meant to be exhaustive.
†: All means that both the foreign and local press are considered.
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B Constructing the EPU indexes: local press coverage by country

Table B.1: Local press coverage by country

Country Newspaper Start of the considered period

Argentina
Claŕın January 2005
La Nación October 2002
Infobae† July 2018

Brazil

O Globo April 1997
Folha de São Paulo January 1997
O Estado de São Paulo June 1997
Correio Braziliense May 2013
Estado de Minas May 2013
Agência Brasil January 2016

Chile

El mercurio October 2002
La Tercera April 2014
El diario financiero July 2002
Pulso February 2015

Colombia
El Espectador February 2008
El Nuevo Siglo September 2017
Portafolio October 2002

Mexico

Reforma May 2004
El Universal October 2002
La Jornada December 2008
El Financiero January 2004
El Economista October 2002
Agencia Mexicana de noticias January 2002

Peru

El comercio October 2002
La República September 2018
Gestión September 2013
Agencia peruana de noticias Andina September 2018

Spain

El Páıs January 2001
El Mundo January 1997
Expansión January 1997
ABC June 1997
Cinco Dı́as January 1997
El Economista April 2008
La Vanguardia May 1997

Note: This table outlines, for each country, the local newspapers used to construct the EPU index based on
the local press, along with the associated time coverage, which depends on the availability of the newspaper
in Factiva.
† This is the only source that is solely available online. We included it because it is very popular in Argentina
and we wanted to have at least 3 newspapers per country.
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Table B.2: Keywords across press types for the Latin American region

Category Spanish Portuguese Anglophone

Uncertainty inciert∗, incertidumbr∗,
inestabl∗, inestabili-dad/
inestabilidades, riesgo/
riesgos

incerto∗ or incerteza∗ or 
instável or instabil-idade/
instabilidades or risco/
riscos

uncertain, uncer-
tainty/uncertainties,
unstable, instabil-
ity/instabilities, risk(s)

Economy economic∗, economı́a econômico∗ or economia economic(s), economy
Policy the name of the central 

bank of the country, 
the name of the gov-
ernment’s workplace 
in the country, Parla-
mento, gobierno, Reserva 
Federal, Hacienda, aran-
cel/aranceles, tributa-
cion/tributaciones,
déficit, déficits,

presupuest∗, gasto
público/gastos públicos,
deuda pública/deudas
públicas, la 
deuda,

techo de 
techo de

deuda, tipo de cambio, 
poĺıtica fiscal/poĺıticas 
fiscales, poĺıtica mon-
etaria/poĺıticas mone-
tarias, (el,de, del, un, por, 
este, ese, aquel) w/1 
impuesto,† impuestos, 
legislación/legislaciones, 
reforma/reformas, deuda 
soberana, caida de la 
moneta, desplome de la 
moneta, norma/normas, 
normativ∗, regu-lación/ 
regulaciones, reglamento/ 
reglamen-tos, ley/leyes

the name of the central 
bank of the country, 
the name of the gov-
ernment’s workplace
in the country, parla-
mento, governo, tesouro,
fazenda, economia,
tarifa/tarifas, trib-
utação, déficit/deficits,

gastoorçamento*, p
úblico/gastos publi-
cos, despesa pública, 
resultado primário, re-
ceitas públicas, d́ıvida p
ública/dividas publicas, 
poĺıtica fiscal/politicas 
fiscais, poĺıtica monet
ária/politicas
monetarias, (a, de,
isto, aquilo, que)
w/1 imposto†, impos-tos, 
legislação, leis, reforma/
reformas, regras/regra, 
normativ∗, regula-
mento/regulamentos, lei/
leis

the name of the central 
bank of the country, 
the name of the gov-
ernment’s workplace 
in the country, par-
liament, government, 
federal reserve, trea-
sury, tariff(s), deficit(s), 
budget(s), public spend-
ing, debt ceiling, ex-
change rate(s), currency 
crash(es), sovereign 
debt, public debt, fiscal
policy/policies, mon-

policy/policies,etary 
legislation, reform(s),
tax(es), overhaul, rule(s), 
norm(s), normative, reg-
ulation(s), law(s)

Note: This table presents all keywords used to construct the EPU index for the Latin American region. 
Spanish keywords are used to construct the EPU index based on the local and Spanish press. The only 
exception is the local press for Brazil, for which we use keywords in Portuguese. English keywords are used 
to construct the EPU index based on the Anglophone press. For Spain, the Anglophone and Spanish press 
are considered jointly to construct the EPU index based on the foreign press.
† Determiners are included to ensure that we capture sentences in which impuesto is a noun (meaning taxes) 
and not the past participle of the verb imponer, meaning to impose . imponer. imponer.
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Table B.3: Keywords across press types for Spain

Category Spanish Anglophone
Uncertainty inciert∗, incertidumbr∗, inestabl∗,

inestabilidad/inestabilidades,
riesgo/riesgos

uncertain, uncer-
tainty/uncertainties, unstable,
instability/instabilities, risk(s)

Economy economic∗, economı́a economic(s), economy
Policy Moncloa, Parlamento, gobierno

central, Hacienda, Comision Eu-
ropea, Banco central Europeo,
BCE, Banco de España, BdE,
déficit, déficits, presupuest∗, gasto
público/gastos públicos, deuda
pública/deudas públicas, poĺıtica
fiscal/poĺıticas fiscales, poĺıtica
monetaria/poĺıticas monetarias, (el
or de or del or un or por or este
or ese or aquel) w/1 impuesto,†

impuestos, legislación/legislaciones,
reforma/reformas, norma/normas,
normativ∗, regulación/ regula-
ciones, reglamento/ reglamentos,
ley/leyes

Moncloa, parliament, central gov-
ernment, Bank of Spain, Banco
de España, BdE, European Com-
mission, European Central Bank,
ECB, treasury, deficit(s), budget(s),
public spending, public debt, fis-
cal policy/policies, monetary pol-
icy/policies, legislation, reform(s),
tax(es), rule(s), norm(s), norma-
tive, regulation(s), law(s)

Note: This table presents all keywords used to construct the EPU index for Spain, as in Ghirelli et al.
(2019). Spanish keywords are used to construct the EPU index based on the local press. English keywords
are used to construct the EPU index based on the foreign press.
† Determiners are included to ensure that we capture sentences in which impuesto is a noun (meaning taxes)
and not the past participle of the verb imponer, meaning to impose . imponer.
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C Narrative across alternative press coverage by country

Table C.1: Events of economic policy uncertainty in Argentina: comparison across types of
press coverage

Type of press

Date Event description 2 SD 1 SD 1/2 SD

Dec 2002 The President of the central bank
resigns

Foreign All press

Jan 2003 New deal with the IMF Foreign Foreign All press
Jun 2008 Agriculture sector strikes Foreign Foreign Foreign
May 2013 Rise of the ‘blue dollar’ and US Fed

Taper Tantrum
Local Local Local

Jan 2014 Devaluation of peso Foreign Foreign All press
June 2014 Default on bonds owned by so called

‘holdouts’
Foreign Foreign Foreign

Aug 2017 Primary elections, opposition wins
(Macri)

Local Local Local

May 2018 Currency crash All press
May–Jun 2018 IMF agreement All press
Aug–Sep 2018 Macri approves emergency eco-

nomic measure to stop peso depre-
ciation

All press

Apr 2019 Strike against Macri Local Local All press
Aug–Oct 2019 Primary elections won by opposition

(Fernández) and currency crisis
All press

Apr–May 2020 Covid-19 crisis: lockdown extension All press

Note: This table identifies events associated with major peaks (equivalent to 2 standard deviations above
the average) in the EPU indicator for Argentina constructed using the local or foreign press. Whenever one
event is reflected in one type of press but not the other, we check that it also appears in the other press but
allowing for smaller peaks, i.e. one or half a standard deviation above average.
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Table C.2: Events of economic policy uncertainty in Brazil: comparison across types of press
coverage

Type of press

Date Event description 2 SD 1 SD 1/2 SD

Nov 2002 Lula da Silva wins elections and
high inflation

Foreign Foreign Foreign

Apr 2003 Iraq war Foreign Foreign Foreign
Jul 2003 Pension reform and civil servant

strikes
Foreign Foreign Foreign

Aug–Sep 2015 Leading political figures indicted in
Lava Jato probe

All press

Dec 2015 Economic crisis and possible im-
peachment of Rousseff

All press

May-Jun 2017 Temer corruption case Foreign All press
Oct 2018 Bolsonaro wins elections Foreign Foreign Foreign
May 2019 Concerns about Bolsonaro’s eco-

nomic decisions, setback in the
economy

Local All press

Aug 2019 Fire in the Amazon Local All press
Oct 2019 Concerns about the economy and

nothing relevant for the Spanish
press

Local All press

Apr 2020 Covid-19 crisis: increase of deaths
and lockdown extension in Sao
Paulo

All press

Jul 2020 Covid-19 crisis: Brazilian interest
rate kept at historical minimum to
foster growth

Foreign All press

Dec 2020 Covid-19 crisis: new variant out-
break

Local All press

Mar–Apr 2021 Covid-19 crisis: death record, Bol-
sonaro creates a new crisis commit-
tee

Local All press

Oct 2021 Inflation exceeds 10% and public ex-
penditure ceiling breaks down

Local All press

Note: This table identifies events associated with major peaks (equivalent to 2 standard deviations above
the average) in the EPU indicator for Brazil constructed using either the local or foreign press. Whenever
one event is reflected in one type of press but not the other, we check that it also appears in the other press
but allowing for smaller peaks, i.e. one or half a standard deviation above average.
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Table C.3: Events of economic policy uncertainty in Chile: comparison across types of press
coverage

Type of press

Date Event description 2 SD 1 SD 1/2 SD

Nov 2002 Uncertainty about the new Fishing
Law Local

Local All
press

Feb–Apr 2003 Iraq conflict All press
Aug 2003 First mass worker protest in 17

years
Local Local Local

Mar 2011 Chile and US sign free-trade agree-
ment

Foreign Foreign Foreign

May 2014 Tax and foreign investment reform
by Bachelet concerns investors

Foreign Foreign Foreign

Apr 2016 Labour market reform and debate
about a change in constitution

Foreign Foreign Foreign

Dec 2019 Civil protests Foreign All press
Mar–Apr 2020 Covid-19 crisis: lockdown extension Local All press
Jun 2020 Covid-19 crisis: central bank an-

nounces liquidity measures
All press

Oct 2020 New constitution referendum Foreign All press
Apr-May 2021 Election of members to rewrite the

constitution
Foreign All press

Note: This table identifies events associated with major peaks (equivalent to 2 standard deviations above
average) in the EPU indicator for Chile constructed using either the local or foreign press. Whenever one
event is reflected in one type of press but not the other, we check that it also appears in the other press but
allowing for smaller peaks, i.e. one or half a standard deviation above average.
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Table C.4: Events of economic policy uncertainty in Colombia: comparison across types of
press coverage

Type of press

Date Event description 2 SD 1 SD 1/2 SD

Oct-Nov 2008 Subprime crisis Local Local Local
Apr 2010 Presidential elections Foreign Foreign Foreign
Apr 2011 Uncertainty about the approval of

FTA between Colombia and US
Foreign Foreign Foreign

Oct 2016 Voters reject FARC peace deal and
tax reform

Foreign Foreign Foreign

Mar-Apr 2017 Venezuelan refugee crisis Foreign Foreign Foreign
Jan 2020 Venezuela’s Guaidó looks for

Colombian support
Foreign Foreign All press

Apr-May 2020 Covid-19 crisis: lockdown and rat-
ing downgrade

All press

Jul-Aug 2020 Covid-19 crisis: 100 days of quaran-
tine

All press

Oct 2020 Strike against Duque reforms All press
May–Jun 2021 Duque removes tax reform after

protests
All press

Note: This table identifies events associated with major peaks (equivalent to 2 standard deviations above
average) in the EPU indicator for Colombia constructed using either the local or foreign press. Whenever
one event is reflected in one type of press but not the other, we check that it also appears in the other press
but allowing for smaller peaks, i.e. one or half a standard deviation above average. FTA stands for free
trade agreement, while FARC stands for revolutionary armed forces of Colombia.
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Table C.5: Events of economic policy uncertainty in Mexico: comparison across types of press
coverage

Type of press

Date Event description 2 SD 1 SD 1/2 SD

Jan–Mar 2003 Dollar volatility Local Local All press
Apr 2003 Iraq conflict All press
Nov–Dec 2003 Congress refuses fiscal reform Local Local Local
Jul 2006 Presidential elections contested by

the opposition candidate
Foreign Foreign All press

Jun 2012 Euro crisis Foreign All press
Nov 2012 US fiscal cliff Local All press
Nov 2016 Trump election Foreign Foreign Foreign
Jan 2017 Protests against the ‘gasolinazo’ Foreign All press
Oct 2017 Renegotiation of NAFTA Foreign Foreign Foreign
Jul 2018 AMLO wins presidential elections Foreign Foreign Foreign
Jun–Jul 2019 Trump threatens US–Mexico border

closure
Foreign All press

Mar–May 2020 Covid-19 crisis: extension of lock-
down

All press

Jun–Jul 2020 Covid-19 crisis: reopening measures Foreign Foreign All press

Note: This table identifies events associated with major peaks (equivalent to 2 standard deviations above
average) in the EPU indicator for Mexico constructed using either the local or foreign press. Whenever one
event is reflected in one type of press but not the other, we check that it also appears in the other press but
allowing for smaller peaks, i.e. one or half a standard deviation above average. AMLO stands for Andres
Manuel López Obrador.
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Table C.6: Events of economic policy uncertainty in Peru: comparison across types of press
coverage

Type of press

Date Event description 2 SD 1 SD 1/2 SD

Dec 2003 Social discomfort against Toledo Foreign Foreign All press
Feb 2004 New government cabinet Local Local Local
Apr–May 2011 Humala wins the elections Foreign Foreign All press
Jul 2014 Congress approves the executive’s

economic reactivation package
against commodities price drop

Local Local All press

Oct 2015 China’s economic slowdown and
transport reform (local)

Foreign Foreign All press

Jan 2016 Electoral candidates list and surveys Local Local All press
Apr 2016 General elections Foreign Foreign All press
Dec 2017 Political crisis due to Odebretch

scandal that affects the president
Local Local Local

Mar 2018 Trump imposes duties on metal im-
ports

Local All press

Apr–Jun 2020 Covid-19 crisis: concerns about em-
ployment and recession

Foreign All press

Jul 2020 Covid-19 crisis: one-month exten-
sion of lockdown

All press

Nov 2020 Vizcarra’s removal Foreign Foreign All press
Jun–Jul 2021 Sol depreciation after Castillo gov-

ernment formation
Foreign Foreign All press

Oct 2021 Vote of no confidence for President
Castillo

Foreign Foreign All press

Note: This table identifies events associated with major peaks (equivalent to 2 standard deviations above
average) in the EPU indicator for Peru constructed using either the local or foreign press. Whenever one
event is reflected in one type of press but not the other, we check that it also appears in the other press but
allowing for smaller peaks, i.e. one or half a standard deviation above average.
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D Our EPU indexes by country

This section shows each country-level EPU index with its associated timeline of relevant events.

In most cases, the peaks in the indexes are explained by events that might increase economic

uncertainty in the country. This exercise is commonly used in the literature to provide evidence

of the validity of the index as a proxy of economic uncertainty. Nevertheless, there are a few

cases in which the spikes do not correspond to a relevant event in the country’s recent history.

This is noise. Following the literature, we manually clean the series by replacing each of these

noisy peaks with the average of each series. Below, we provide a list of all noisy peaks for each

country.

• Argentina: Jul. 2003, Jul. 2005 (foreign press)

• Chile: Feb. 2021 (foreign press)

• Peru: Sep. 2010, Jul. 2017 (foreign press)

Figure D.1: EPU indexes for Argentina

Note: This figure shows the EPU indexes for Argentina based on the local (red line) and foreign press (black
line) against the narrative of events associated with increases in policy uncertainty in Argentina.
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Figure D.2: EPU indexes for Brazil

Note: This figure shows the EPU indexes for Brazil based on the local (red line) and foreign press (black
line) against the narrative of events associated with increases in policy uncertainty in Brazil. PAC stands
for Growth Acceleration Program.

Figure D.3: EPU indexes for Chile

Note: This figure shows the EPU indexes for Chile based on the local (red line) and foreign press (black
line) against the narrative of events associated with increases in policy uncertainty in Chile.
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Figure D.4: EPU indexes for Colombia

Note: This figure shows the EPU indexes for Colombia based on the local (red line) and foreign press (black
line) against the narrative of events associated with increases in policy uncertainty in Colombia.

Figure D.5: EPU indexes for Mexico

Note: This figure shows the EPU indexes for Mexico based on the local (red line) and foreign press (black
line) against the narrative of events associated with increases in policy uncertainty in Mexico.
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Figure D.6: EPU indexes for Peru

Note: This figure shows the EPU indexes for Peru based on the local (red line) and foreign press (black
line) against the narrative of events associated with increases in policy uncertainty in Peru.

Figure D.7: EPU indexes for Spain

Note: This figure shows the EPU indexes for Spain based on the local (Spanish—red line) and foreign
(Anglophone—blue line) press against the narrative of events associated with increases in policy uncertainty
in this Spain.
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E Our EPU indexes for the Latin American region

Figure E.1: EPU indexes for the Latin American region

Note: This figure shows the EPU indexes for the Latin American region based on the local (red line) and
foreign press (black line) against the narrative of events associated with increases in policy uncertainty
in this region. The Latin American region is defined as the following countries: Argentina, Brazil, Chile,
Colombia, Mexico and Peru.

Table E.1: EPU indexes for the Latin American region: descriptive statistics across press
coverage types

Type of Press Mean Median St. dev. Max. Min. Obs. Label

Local 101.82 91.98 32.75 279.69 57.60 228 Local press
Foreign 101.26 88.49 45.18 279.66 23.34 298 Pool of Spanish and Anglo-

phone press
All press 104.33 91.21 43.60 325.06 43.85 228 Pool of local, Spanish, and

Anglophone press

Note: This table reports descriptive statistics of EPU indexes based on local, foreign and all press.
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F Robustness results: BVAR exercise

Figure F.1: Robustness results: IRFs of GDP to EPU shocks for the Latin American region

(a) One lag (b) Order

(c) Monthly

Note: Each panel depicts the median impulse response of GDP to a rise of one standard deviation in the
EPU index in the LATAM region: the red and blue lines represent responses to EPU shocks based on
the local and foreign press, respectively. Filled symbols indicate statistical significance within the 84%–16%
credible set, while empty symbols represent not-significant estimates. The horizontal axis measures quarters
since the shock.
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Figure F.2: Robustness results: IRFs of GDP to EPU shocks for the Latin American region
using alternative financial variables in the model

(a) Model with exchange rate (b) Model with equity

(c) Model with EMBI (d) Model with residential PCF

Note: Each panel depicts the median impulse response of GDP to a rise of one standard deviation in the
EPU index in the LATAM region: the red and blue lines represent responses to EPU shocks based on
the local and foreign press, respectively. Filled symbols indicate statistical significance within the 84%–16%
credible set, while empty symbols represent not-significant estimates. The horizontal axis measures quarters
since the shock. PCF stands for portfolio capital flows.
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G Additional benchmark results: BVAR exercise for the Latin Amer-

ican region

Figure G.1: Benchmark model: IRFs of GDP to EPU shocks with credible set

(a) Local press (b) Foreign press

Note: The panels depicts the median impulse response of the specified variable to a rise of one standard
deviation in the (a) local press and (b) foreign press EPU indexes, along with the corresponding 90%–
10%, 84%–16% and 68%–32% credible sets (marked by decreasing colour intensity). The horizontal axis
measures quarters since the shock. In both cases we estimate the model with portfolio capital flows as
financial variable.
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